
The interview commenced with a discussion on

inflation. Data and responses to RBI surveys show

inflation expectations are getting anchored.

According to RBI's assessment, inflation has

peaked, and it is expected to moderate going

forward. RBI aims to bring consumer inflation

down, first below 6% then move closer to the target

rate of 4% in a steady manner without much of

growth sacrifice.

Speaking on rate hikes, the Governor stated that it is

very difficult and in fact not desirable also for RBI to

give forward guidance because it creates

unnecessary expectations. The response to dynamic

and uncertain situations may differ from what was

indicated earlier. RBI's future actions will be

determined by the incoming data and how the

dynamics of inflation and growth play out. He

reiterated that monetary policy is primarily

determined by domestic factors. Global factors are

important insofar as they impact the domestic

situation. RBI evaluates how global developments

are going to impact India and acts accordingly. RBI

monitors China, Japan, the Eurozone, the US, and

other countries as a part of its global monitoring.

Starting from the early 1990s when the economic

reforms started, the Asian currency crisis, and

thereafter; all of RBI's actions have been consistent

in the focus on financial stability. Over the last three

years, the situation has demanded nimble actions

from RBI in tune with the times such as during the

outbreak of the pandemic in March 2020 or at the

start of the Ukraine war. In a dynamic world, the

central bank has to be a dynamic organization in

terms of actions, as necessary.

As per RBI, India's current account deficit (CAD)

will be within manageable levels and can be financed

in a reasonably comfortable manner. With the

reduction in the export tax, the expectation is that

petroleum product exports will pick up. India has

also entered new markets in terms of exports.

India's share in the total global trade or rather the

volume of exports in certain items has also gone up

over the last two to three years. Disruptions in the

global supply chain will also open up new

opportunities for Indian players to get into the

global value chain. Despite of witnessing two major

shocks, India's macroeconomic fundamentals and

financial stability remain resilient. Strong growth

and moderating inflation are attracting capital

inflows. International investors are looking at India

with greater optimism. FDI has done slightly better

compared to last year.

Learning from past experiences, RBI built up

reserve buffers when the inflows were strong. RBI

targets an orderly evolution or a gradual movement

of the rupee exchange rate in both directions, i.e.

RBI tries to check volatility or wild movements

within a very short period when the rupee is

appreciating or depreciating. The eventual exchange

rate of the rupee vis-à-vis the dollar is a function of

the market. RBI analyses how the exchange rate is

going to evolve during the current year, in the next

six months and in the next one year. In the semi-

annual monetary policy report, RBI indicates the

rate assumed for RBI's calculations. More frequent

indicat ions can create distor ted market

expectations.

The Governor reiterated that to attain credit

growth, banks have to raise resources by way of

increasing the deposit rates. The deposit growth is

Edited excerpts of the Governor's interview with ET Now on

August 23, 2022
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expected to pick up going forward. He also

mentioned that RBI intervenes in the bond market

only if it is necessary. Developments over a period

of just a few days cannot be the determinant factor

for taking action.

Financial instability can be caused by crypto in terms

of the ability of the central bank to determine

monetary policy. It can also have an adverse impact

on the exchange rate, capital flows, banking sector

stability, and has potential for being used as a tool for

money laundering and illicit transfer of money.

Being something which doesn't have any

underlying, it is inevitable for the prices to crash,

posing a huge risk to small investors.

RBI's regulatory framework is largely supportive of

the FinTech sector. RBI has also set up an

innovation hub in Bengaluru. Being the regulator, it

is RBI's responsibility to see that there is no

unknown risk build-up; there is no unbridled,

unchecked risk build-up as the negative

consequences and the impact of that will be hugely

adverse. RBI evaluates what kind of risks any

innovation brings into the economy and attempts to

mitigate those risks. RBI will decide on charges for

the payment gateway UPI based on stakeholder

comments and suggestions.

As a regulator of the banking sector, RBI is neutral

to ownership. The small banks have to become more

agile to survive in the market. While size is

important, the banks' efficiency depends largely on

their agility, risk assessment, governance and

technology leveraging. It also depends on their risk

management practices and growth ambitions.

The Governor concluded by noting that RBI gets

greatly concerned when there are signs of financial

instability coming in, and if it can cause huge impact

on the economy.

Source:

https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/BS_SpeechesView

.aspx?Id=1323
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The Deputy Governor commenced his speech by

highlighting benefits of a liquid corporate bond

market. A corporate bond market serves multiple

functions like providing borrowers an alternative to

bank finance, lowering cost of long term funding

and providing institutional investors such as

insurance companies and provident funds with long

term financial assets. Along with this, the corporate

bond market is more effective in dissipating risk

across a much wider category of investors, thereby

contributing to overall financial stability. Against

this background, the Government, SEBI and the

Reserve Bank (RBI) have been taking concerted

efforts to facilitate the development of the

corporate bond market in India.

Putting spotlight on regulatory efforts taken for

development of corporate bond market, he said that

SEBI has taken significant steps over the years to

improve the market microstructure for corporate

bonds settlement through delivery versus payment

(DvP) mode which removes settlement risk. The

capital market regulator has also rationalised trade

reporting platforms for enhancing transparency and

introduced of an electronic bidding platform (EBP)

for primary issuance. SEBI has also progressively

made efforts to nudge the market towards re-

issuances in a bid to reduce fragmentation and

improve liquidity in corporate bond markets by

limiting the number of corporate bonds that could

mature in any financial year. The constraint is that a

corporate does not have the tools available to a

Government to meet the rollover risk. The Deputy

Governor then underlined the rise in issuance of

floating rate bonds with coupons linked to money

market and government securities benchmarks that

showcased efforts taken by investors to hedge

against any increase in domestic interest rates.

The challenges in development of liquidity in bond

markets are not unique to the corporate bond

markets in India. Well-functioning related markets

like derivatives and repo markets complement and

supplement the development of liquidity in the cash

market by enabling investors and market-makers to

better manage risks and fund positions. Although

the Indian overnight indexed swaps market is

reasonably liquid, markets for other interest rate

derivative products like swaptions are developing.

The Deputy Governor further cited his concern for

absence of credit derivatives market despite of

regulatory initiatives taken for more than a decade.

He stressed that development of a Credit Default

Swap (CDS) market is essential for the issuances of

lower rated bonds. The market for repo in

government securities is one of the most liquid

markets but repo in corporate bonds has not taken

off. According to feedback from market

participants, absence of repo trades in corporate

bonds is on the backdrop of lack of a trading

platform like the one available for repos in

government securities, lack of a central

counterparty and high margin requirements.

Highlighting the problem that corporate bond

market is dominated by highly rated issuers the

Deputy Governor stated that this limited access of

lower rated issuers to the corporate bond market for

mobilising resources. He further added that bulk of

corporate bond issuances every year is through the

private placement route rather than through public

issuances. Advantages of a public issuance in terms

of transparency and efficiency of price discovery

Corporate Bond Markets in India - Challenges and prospects

(Keynote address delivered by Shri T. Rabi Sankar, Deputy Governor, Reserve Bank

of India at the Bombay Chamber of Commerce & Industry, Mumbai; August 24, 2022)
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are well understood. SEBI has been making efforts

to make the private placement process more

transparent and efficient. Showcasing lack of retail

participation in corporate bond market, he said that

the investor base is as expected largely dominated by

domestic institutions. Retail participation is not only

low in corporate bond market but also meagre in

debt oriented mutual funds. Meanwhile, foreign

participation in corporate debt is also scarce.

On a concluding note, the Deputy Governor

acknowledged that the Indian corporate bond

market is growing - secondary volumes are low but

they are increasing and the issuer base is also

expanding. Efforts will be needed to focus on

improving complementary repo and derivative

markets, diversify the investor base, both domestic

and global and improve access of borrowers at the

lower end of the credit spectrum. Beyond this,

market development and improvements will remain

a continuous exercise.

Source:

https://rbi.org.in/Scripts/BS_SpeechesView.aspx

?Id=1322



Commencing his speech, Dr Patra put the spotlight

on India's epic journey of 75 years and focused on

the future that lied ahead. He highlighted that the

people are key factor behind India's growth. India is

the fifth largest economy in the world in terms of

market exchange. For the year 2022, India is

expected to be the second largest driver of global

growth after China. Four engines that might help

India to become an economic superpower based on

the country's current situation are Demographics,

Manufacturing, Exports and Internationalisation.

While talking about demographics he stated that the

life expectancy is likely to increase from 70 years to

82 years by 2099. An evaluation of the ratio of the

working-age population (WAP) in India to

comparing its total population to those of China,

Brazil, the United States and Japan showed that

India is in a favourable position and has the

opportunity to take advantage of this demographic

layout. Manufacturing can be another launch pad for

economic growth. India is past the secondary phase

and moved forward from primary industry to the

tertiary industry. The manufacturing industry has

backward and forward connections with different

economic areas. Improvement of India's exports

requires a significant rise in the manufacturing

sector. He further said that for India to become a

global manufacturing hub it must raise the share of

manufacturing to at least 25 per cent of GDP.

Focusing on exports, Dr Patra said that exports

allow market and production capabilities to expand.

The government has set an export goal of $1 trillion

by 2030 that would take India's share to 5 per cent of

the world's exports and help India become an export

powerhouse.

Highlighting that India is a top recipient of

remittance, Dr Patra underlined that the INR is

traded three times more on offshore than onshore

basis. If INR turnover equals the share of non-US

non-Euro monetary currencies in global forex

turnover (4%), the INR will have arrived as a global

currency, reflecting India's position in the global

economy.

He then addressed the challenges that might affect

the development of the economy. The primary one

is the loss of output and livelihood due to the

pandemic. The second challenge is India's

infrastructure gap. The per capita investment in

infrastructure of India is one of the lowest in the

world. The main infrastructure requirements are

transparent and faster regulatory processes, climate

clearance policies, and viable infrastructure

financing. The next challenge is developing a high

quality labour force. The GDP growth in India is

lower in terms of labour contribution, in terms of

both quality and quantity as compare to developed

and emerging economies. The last challenge is a

greener, cleaner India.

He concluded on the note that if India capitalizes on

its opportunities and overcomes the challenges that

he had addressed above, then it is possible to

imagine that India will become the second largest

economy in the world by 2031. Even if it does not

sustain this pace and slows down by 4% to 5% in

2040-50, it will still become the largest economy in

the world by 2060.

Source:

https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/BS_SpeechesView

.aspx?Id=1321

INDIA@75

Speech by Dr. Michael Debabrata Patra, Deputy Governor,

Reserve Bank of India in an event to celebrate Azadi Ka Amrit Mohotsav organised by

RBI Bhubaneswar - August 13, 2022
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